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he number of dark tobacco varieties available
has increased dramatically in the past six years, and
yield potential and quality of
many of these newer varieties
is also much improved compared to older varieties. The
release of KT D4LC, KT D6LC,
and KT D8LC from the University of Kentucky-University of Tennessee has
set a new standard for yield potential in dark tobacco, with average yields consistently being
over 3,600 lbs/acre and often around 4,000
lbs/acre, particularly in KT D4LC and KT
D8LC. However, some buyers have expressed
general quality concerns with the KT varieties,
specifically rough texture, light or variable color,
and perceived tendency for sweating. DT 538LC
from Newton Seed has yield potential that approaches that of the KT varieties, but also has
some of the same quality concerns for buyers.

PD 7302LC and PD 7309LC from Rickard Seed
do not have the yield potential of the KT varieties, but offer substantially better quality with
characteristics resembling the old standards KY
171 and Narrowleaf Madole. PD 7305LC and
PD7318LC also do not have the yield potential
of KT varieties but generally have better quality. See Table 1 for more detailed information on
characteristics of dark tobacco varieties and
Table 2 for yield and quality performance data
from 2010 dark tobacco commercial variety trials in Kentucky and Tennessee.
Black shank is by far the most damaging disease in dark tobacco, causing in excess of $2.5
million in lost revenue for dark tobacco growers
each year. A major breakthrough in dark tobacco breeding efforts in the past five years has
been incorporation of immunity to race 0 black
shank in the Rickard varieties PD 7302LC,
PD7309LC, PD 7305LC, and PD 7318LC. These
varieties have good quality with PD 7302LC, PD
7309LC, and PD 7318LC having later maturity
and more similarity to KY 171 and Narrowleaf
Madole while PD 7305LC has earlier maturity
and is very much similar to TN D950.
However, PD 7302LC, PD 7309LC, and PD 7318LC
have no resistance to race 1 black shank. Prior
to the release of these varieties, most fields in
the dark tobacco region of western Kentucky
and Tennessee that had black shank likely had
predominantly race 0 black shank, provided
there was not a history of use of burley varieties
like KY 14xL8 which was also immune to race 0

black shank but had no resistance to race 1. It
is now evident that levels of race 1 black shank
are increasing after several years of use of dark
varieties that only have resistance to race 0,
much like race 1 levels increased in burley
fields in other parts of Kentucky and Tennessee
in the 1980’s following the release of KY 14xL8.
Even though you may think you only have race
0 and observed survival of these PD dark varieties or 14xL8 burley appears to suggest this,
you always have a small amount of race 1 there
even though it is not obvious. The continued
use of varieties that only have resistance to race
0 will allow race 1 levels to increase dramatically over time, eventually getting to the point
where PD varieties that are immune to race 0
but have no race 1 resistance will appear to
have no better survival than varieties like Narrowleaf Madole that have no resistance at all.
This trend will show up faster under shorter rotations (2 years or less between tobacco crops)
and where fungicides like Ridomil or Ultra
Flourish are not used regularly.
This increase in race 1 black shank was seen

in University black shank variety trials that
have been conducted since 2006 in a field near
Hopkinsville, KY. Although the grower considered this field to be a “hot” field for black shank,
the first trial in 2006 indicated that the black
shank in this field was predominantly race 0
based on the fact that survival of PD 7302 in
the trial was nearly 90 percent at the end of the
season. Survival of PD varieties in the trial were
still over 80 percent in the next 2 years, but by
the fourth year of the trial in 2009, survival of
PD 7302 was only 22 percent. These results
suggest that a major increase in race 1 black
shank occurred after 3 years of continuous tobacco and the use of varieties that have immunity to race 0 but no resistance to race 1.
Although many of the newer dark varieties
that usually produce the best quality do not
have any resistance to race 1 black shank, experimental lines are in development that would
offer the same immunity to race 0 black shank
but also provide medium levels of resistance to
race 1 black shank. Although data is still being
collected, these future varieties will hopefully
offer quality and maturity characteristics more
similar to traditional varieties along with the
best black shank resistance that has ever been
available in dark tobacco. Look for at least two
new dark varieties to be released sometime in
the next two years.
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